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xtc of doing work in foot -pounds per second upon the eross-ead pin, when the cent it of the cross head pin is at K. The .ite of doing work at the crank pin is the same as at the cross-cad pin. Hence dividing this rate of doing work, KFxGII, v the constant tangential velocity of the crank-pin center, gives ic force acting tangentially on the crank pin to produce rotation, lie tangential forces acting throughout a half revolution of ic crank may he thus found, and plotted upon a horizontal ase line-length of half the crank circle (Fig. 47^). The work one upon the piston, cross head pin, and crank during a piston .roke is the same. Hence the areas of A and /), Fig. 46, arc qual to each other, and to the area of the diagram, Fig. 47/J. "he forces acting along the connecting rod for all positions uring the piston stroke may be found by drawing force triangles nth one side horizontal, one vertical, and one parallel to position f connecting rod axis, the horizontal side being equal to the orresponding ordinate of Fig. 4/>/). The vertical sides of these riangles will represent the guide reaction, while the side parallel > the connecting rod axis represents the force transmitted by lie connecting rod.
The tangential forces acting on the crank-pin may be found raphieally by the method shown in Fig. 47/1. Let GH repre-cnt the net effective force acting in a horizontal direction at the enter of the cross head pin.
It has been shown that KF represents the velocity of the licler on the same* scale that KA represents that of the center of he crank pin; also that the rate of doing work, after having aadc the necessary corrections for acceleration, is the same at he center of the crank-pin as at the slider, i.€.,GffXEF'-*i'<m-;ential force at center of crank-pin XKA. Hence the tangential
// //
orce at center of crank pin ; 67/X /\ ..
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